
RUBRIC for Culminating Presentation .  Value: 20% of final mark  

Name of student: 

Criteria Level 1 (50-59%) Level  2 (60-69%) Level  3 (70-79%) Level  4 (80-100%)

Communication

Technical:

- good choice of format

- sufficient content

- easy viewing/ large font

- colourful

- incl. company photo

- incl. video of show and

share/live demonstration

- all photos incorporated

throughout presentation

Oral:
- audibility / tone/pace

- engaged audience with

stories/ humour/ games.

- reference made to

visual

Missing several

presentation

requirements

Many  grammar/spelling

errors

No show and share

All photos put on one

page at beg/end

Poor volume/ tone/pace

No attempt to engage

with audience

No reference to visuals

Most presentation

requirements included

but not clearly

labelled/explained

Some grammar/spelling

errors

Context of show and

share not clear

Some photos

incorporated into

presentation

OK volume/tone/pace

Some attempt to engage

audience

Some reference made to

visuals

All presentation

requirements included,

clearly labelled

A few grammar/spelling

errors

Good example of show

and share

Photos/examples

incorporated throughout

presentation

Good volume/tone/pace

Engaged the audience

Good reference made to

visuals

All presentation

requirements included

and prof. presented

No grammar/spelling

errors

Very professionally

presented show and

share

Professionally presented

photos throughout

presentation

Excellent, varied

volume/tone/pace

Lots of interaction with

audience

Reference to visuals

throughout

Thinking

Structure:
- evidence of  planning

- introduction and

concluding thought

- reflection on

experience

- relevance of  tie-in

course

- career opportunities

No planning

No Intro/conclusion

No reflection on learning

No mention of tie in

No mention of career

opportunities

Some planning

Brief  Intro/conclusion

Some reflection 

Mentioned tie in but

unclear of relevance

Briefly  mention of

career opportunities 

Good planning

Good intro / conclusion

Clearly reflected on

experience

Clearly  understood

relevance of tie in

Explained career

opportunities

Excellent planning

(technical & oral flowed)

Excellent concluding

thought

Repeatedly reflected on

what learned 

Explained with examples

relevance of tie in

Explained with research

career opportunities

Knowledge
- explain type of

business / history

- use of specific  work

vocab.

- safety aspects

(clear message/ job

specific/ creative)

Some back ground

missing

No work specific vocab

used

No safety requirements

explained

Most of background

included

Some work specific

vocab used but limited

explanations

Limited understanding

of safety requirement

(only when asked)

All of background

included

Work vocab and

explanations used

Clear understanding of

safety requirements, but 

not all placement

specific

All background included

with examples

(photos/oral/video)

Work vocab with

explanations

incorporated into

presentation

Excellent placement

specific safety

requirements, creatively

presented 

Application
- explain about one or

more tasks completed

- skills involved

- equipment used

- live or photographic 

demonstration beyond

show and share   e.g.

tools/process/ safety   

Missing some info.

No details provided on

tasks completed

No explanation of

skills/equipment used

No evidence of work

specific demonstration

beyond the show and

share

Includes most info.

Clear explanation of one

task

Some explanation of

skills/equipment used

Included some  work

specific photos/

demonstration but no

explanation

Includes all required

info.

Explained more than one

task

Good explanation of

skills/equipment used

Demonstrates/explains

several specific aspects

of placement

Includes all info. with

many specific examples

Explained many tasks in

detail with evidence 

Excellent explanation of

skills/equipment used

Thorough demonstration

or explanation of  variety

of aspects of placement


